[Spectrophotometric study of cytochrome P-450 (11 beta) interaction with physiological effectors].
Using the optical absorbance spectroscopy method, the interaction of a number of biospecific ligands (steroids, adrenodoxin) with homogeneous cytochrome P-450 (11 beta) from bovine adrenal mitochondria was investigated. The parameters of the steroid-protein interaction in a number of substrates and products of the 11 beta- and 18 (19)-hydroxylation with the active site of cytochrome P-450 (11 beta) were determined. A sharp decrease in the cytochrome affinity for steroids upon the insertion of the first hydroxy group was observed, which provides for a predominant formation of monohydroxylated products from the substrate and minimum amounts of dihydroxylated ones, despite the presence of more than one position for the substrate hydroxylation by cytochrome P-450 (11 beta). Some structural elements of the steroid molecule were determined as any alterations in these strongly affect the enzyme affinity for the steroid. These structures are: 1) delta 4-3-oxo structure; 2) either 21-hydroxy group of pregnen steroids or the one fulfilling its functions, 17 beta-hydroxy or 17-oxo group of androsten steroids, and 3) the 11th position of all the substrates under study. It was shown that the binding of various substrates into stoichiometric (1:1) steroid-protein complexes provides a transition to high spin state from 30-40% (cortisol, corticosterone) to 90-95% (11-deoxycorticosterone) of hemoprotein iron. Using the experimental system containing individual cytochrome P-450 (11 beta) and adrenodoxin, as well as the steroid and nonionic detergent Tween 20, it was shown that the parameters of substrate binding and hemoprotein spin equilibrium did not differ from the corresponding parameters of the cytochrome-adrenodoxin dienzyme complex. The peculiarities of the multiligand interactions in the 11 beta-hydroxylase system, involving cytochrome, substrates and ferredoxin demonstrate some analogy with a bacterial camphor hydroxylase system and some differences from the mitochondrial system for the side chain cleavage of cholesterol.